Miss Clark – Year 1, Autumn, 2017-2018

English texts: The Rainbow Fish, The Tiger

Art: Mixing primary colours to

Who Came to Tea, Rumble in the Jungle,
The Three Little Pigs, The True Story of
the Three Little Pigs.

make secondary colours; Careful
drawing and colouring; Collaging;
Printing using styro-foam.

Science, Everyday Materials: Distinguish

Geography: Naming the capital cities of the

continuous Science)
Trip – to Rendlesham forest TBC to take
part in some field work (cross-curricular
with Art)

RE: Families, Judaism, Belonging

given number; Count, read and write numbers to
10 in numerals and words; Identify and
represent numbers using objects and pictorial

in multiples of two; Represent and use number
bonds and related subtraction facts (within 10)

correctly and holding the pencil correctly;
Using and applying phonics in our writing.

Study the geography of our school; Identify
seasonal and daily weather in UK (linked to

backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from any

representation; Use language of: equal to, more
than, less than, fewer, most and least; Identify
one more or one less than a given number; Count

Focus: Speaking in full sentences, writing in
full sentences; Forming capital letters and
lowercase letters correctly; Sitting

UK; Name and locate the four countries of
the UK; Devise simple maps; Use world maps;

Mathematics: Count to 10, forwards and

between an object and the material from
which it is made; identify and name a variety
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of everyday materials, including wood,
plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock;

DT, Construction/Materials.

describe the simple physical properties of a

Exploring different

group together a variety of everyday

structures around the world,
research bridges, design, build
and evaluate.
PE: Moving with control and awareness.
Skills – catching, kicking, rolling, running.

variety of everyday materials; compare and
materials on the basis of their simple
physical properties.
Computing: E-safety, logging in,
basic skills, using the 2Draw
software to explore techniques
of drawing: The little Pigs’
Houses.

